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	Having a command of the Vaadin framework means your Java web applications will look and perform brilliantly. Learn how with this all-inclusive, step-by-step tutorial to mastering Rich Internet Application development.


	Overview

	
		Discover the Vaadin framework in a progressive and structured way
	
		Learn about components, events, layouts, containers, and bindings
	
		Create outstanding new components by yourself
	
		Integrate with your existing frameworks and infrastructure
	
		Pragmatic and no-nonsense approach



	What you will learn from this book

	
		Understand the limitations of the thin-client approach and the rationale behind Vaadin
	
		Develop web applications with your favorite IDE
	
		Grasp key concepts: components, layouts, events, containers and bindings
	
		Easily create full-fledged web applications
	
		Use the Vaadin directory to add exciting features on top of Vaadin
	
		Extend Vaadin to create and share new components
	
		Integrate Vaadin on top of Spring, CDI, and JPA
	
		Deploy Vaadin on the Liferay portlet container and Google App Engine



	Approach


	This book begins with a tutorial on Vaadin 7, followed by a process of planning, analyzing, building, and deploying a fully functional RIA while covering troubleshooting details along the way, making it an invaluable resource for answers to all your Vaadin questions.


	Who this book is written for


	If you are a Java developer with some experience in Java web development and want to enter the world of Rich Internet Applications this technology and book are ideal for you. Learning Vaadin will be perfect as your next step towards building eye-candy dynamic web applications on a Java-based platform.


	In Detail


	Vaadin is a new Java web framework for making applications look great and perform well, making your users happy. Vaadin promises to make your user interfaces attractive and usable while easing your development efforts and boosting your productivity. With this book in hand you will be able to utilize the full range of development and deployment features offered by Vaadin while thoroughly understanding the concepts.


	Learning Vaadin is a practical step-by-step tutorial to understanding, using, and mastering the art of RIA development with Vaadin. You will learn about the fundamental concepts that are the cornerstones of the framework, at the same time making progress on building your own web application. The book will also show you how to integrate Vaadin with other popular frameworks and how to run it on top of internal as well as externalized infrastructures.


	This book will show you how to become a professional Vaadin developer by giving you a concrete foundation through diagrams, practical examples and ready-to-use source code. It will enable you to grasp all the notions behind Vaadin one step at a time: components, layouts, events, containers, and bindings. You will learn to build first-class web applications using best-of-breed technologies. You will find detailed information on how to integrate Vaadin's presentation layer on top of other widespread technologies, such as Spring, CDI, and JPA. Finally, the book will show you how to deploy on different infrastructures like Liferay portlet container and Google App Engine.


	An authoritative and complete step-by-step tutorial on how to create top-notch web applications with the RIA Vaadin framework
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Design for Emergence:  Collaborative Social Play with Online and Location-Based Media, Volume 153 Frontiers in Artificial Intelligence and ApplicationsIOS Press, 2007
This thesis is an attempt to address the spontaneous, often unpredictable uses of technology that can foster feelings of social participation. A key idea is that social processes and dynamics advance technological design. Consider the most recent applications that are primarily focused on social interaction: social software (Allen, 2004),...
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Wallach's Interpretation of Diagnostic Tests (Interpretation of Diagnostic Tests (Wallach))Lippincott Williams & Wilkins, 2011

	
		Wallach’s Interpretation of Diagnostic Tests, now in its Ninth Edition, has been completely revised and updated by a new author team from the Department of Hospital Laboratories, UMass Memorial Medical Center faculty, who are carrying on the tradition of Jacques Wallach’s teachings.  This text...
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Mastering Digital SLR PhotographyCourse Technology PTR, 2004

	This unique guide emphasizes digital "photography", rather than software. You'll learn how to take compelling pictures and make great images using imaging technology while focusing on the special strengths of digital SLR cameras. Whether you're a snap-shooting tyro, or an experienced photographer moving into the digital SLR...
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Graphic Design Basics (with Premium Web Site Printed Access Card)Wadsworth Publishing, 2011

	GRAPHIC DESIGN BASICS combines design principles, history, and current technology to present students a comprehensive introduction to the field of graphic design. Keeping pace with rapid changes in the field of design, while maintaining a consistently high academic quality, the text emphasizes design structure, visual perception and digital...
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Augmented Vision Perception in Infrared: Algorithms and Applied Systems (Advances in Pattern Recognition)Springer, 2008
Spurred by security and safety challenges, research efforts in thermographic sensors have advanced greatly, resulting in better performance in remote surveillance, object recognition, guidance and so on.
 

This comprehensive survey provides a thorough account of the recent deployment of infrared sensors in modern applications of...
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Say It Right the First TimeMcGraw-Hill, 2003
Master the communication skills that allow great leaders to produce extraordinary results.

Language creates reality. Say It Right the First Time reveals the key underlying communication principles that inspire people to perform at the highest levels. It puts you in command of the new language of leadership and...
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